Title: USER INTERFACE FOR TOOLBAR NAVIGATION

Abstract: A system and method for navigating a collection of toolbar items that are displayed on an electronic display screen. The toolbar items, such as buttons, are organized into an ordered set of toolbar pages. Each toolbar page contains a fixed number of toolbar items. One toolbar page from the set is displayed at a time in a fixed display area, e.g., a tile, on the display screen. User input causes the currently displayed toolbar page to be replaced by another toolbar page in the ordered set. The user input, such as a continuous swipe gesture across the toolbar display tile, determines the direction of navigation through pages in the ordered set and the speed of the page navigation. The toolbar display area can show the position of the currently displayed toolbar in the ordered set and animated transitions between toolbar items may be displayed to signal toolbar page replacements. A user input, such as a tap of a finger, can select the replacement toolbar.
Title

User Interface for Toolbar Navigation

[0001] This patent application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/777,039, filed March 12, 2013, attorney docket number 2686/186, the disclosure of which application is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

Technical Field

[0002] The present invention relates to user interface techniques for computer processing systems and, in particular, techniques for navigating between sets of toolbar buttons on a display screen.

Background Art

[0003] Display screens of electronic processing systems often include one or more toolbars that allow a user to initiate actions by activating toolbar buttons. Toolbar button activation can be via a pointing device, such as a mouse and a mouse click. Alternatively, touch screens allow button activation with the touch of a user's finger to the button.

[0004] The number of toolbar buttons that can be displayed simultaneously to a user is limited by the display screen space allocated to the toolbar and the size of a button. Screen "real estate" is particularly limited on some devices, such as smartphones. Devices with touch screens, in particular, must maintain a minimum button size which is dictated by a user's fingertip size. Effective ways are needed to present more toolbar buttons to a user than can be displayed at one time in the screen space allocated to toolbars.

Summary of the Embodiments

[0005] In preferred embodiments of the invention, a method is provided for navigating a collection of toolbar items that are displayed on an electronic display screen. The toolbar items, such as buttons, are organized into an ordered set of toolbar pages. Each
toolbar page contains a fixed number of toolbar items. One toolbar page from the set is displayed at a time in a fixed display area, e.g., a tile, on the screen. User input causes the currently displayed toolbar page to be replaced by another toolbar page in the ordered set. The user input, such as a continuous swipe gesture across the toolbar display tile, determines the direction of navigation through toolbar pages in the ordered set and the speed of the toolbar page navigation. A user input, such as a tap of the finger, can select the desired replacement toolbar page when it is displayed.

[0006] In other embodiments of the invention, the position of the currently displayed toolbar page within the ordered set of toolbar pages is shown on the toolbar tile. The direction of navigation of toolbar pages within the ordered set of pages may also be displayed on the toolbar tile.

[0007] In various embodiments, user gestures, such as swiping a finger across the toolbar display tile or moving a mouse pointer across the toolbar display tile, cause navigation through the ordered set of toolbar pages. Toolbar items can change with animated transitions during toolbar page navigation to show toolbar page replacement.

[0008] In another preferred embodiment of the invention, a virtual touchpad is provided as part of the toolbar display tile. Toolbar page navigation is accomplished in a continuous gesture on the virtual touch pad by moving the user's finger. The system recognizes small movements of the user's finger from side-to-side or up-and-down on the virtual touch pad. These finger movements cause the toolbar tile to preview each successive toolbar page, cycling forward or backward through the ordered set of toolbar pages depending on the direction of the user's finger movement. The user can then select a previewed page to replace the currently displayed toolbar page.

[0009] In embodiments of the invention, the system determines the number of toolbar items presented on each toolbar page in the ordered set of toolbar pages based on the size of the display area devoted to the toolbar tile in the particular implementation. In other embodiments of the invention, the system orders the toolbar items within a toolbar page so that toolbar items are presented in the order of frequency of use.

[0010] In another preferred embodiment of the invention, access to hierarchical submenus is provided via a user gesture. A toolbar page is displayed with a hierarchical toolbar item that includes a hierarchical visual indicator. To access additional items in the
hierarchy, the user activates the hierarchical toolbar item. The system then replaces the existing toolbar page in the toolbar tile with a submenu toolbar page. The user can then activate the desired item in the submenu toolbar page. After the submenu item selection occurs, the original toolbar page reappears in the toolbar tile with the selected item from the submenu replacing the hierarchical toolbar item.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

[0011] The features of embodiments will be more readily understood by reference to the following detailed description, taken with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0012] Fig. 1 shows a desktop computer system for use in an embodiment of the present invention;

[0013] Fig. 2 shows a view of the display screen of a device for use in an embodiment of the present invention;

[0014] Fig. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating toolbar page replacement on the displays of the embodiments of figs. 1 and 2;

[0015] Fig. 4A illustrates user input gestures causing toolbar page navigation, used in conjunction with the display screen of fig. 2;

[0016] Figs. 4B-4E illustrate animated transitions of toolbar items to show toolbar page replacement, employed in an embodiment of the invention;

[0017] Fig. 5A and 5B show another animation of toolbar items to show toolbar page replacement employed in an embodiment of the invention;

[0018] Fig. 6 illustrates a toolbar display tile with a virtual touchpad used for toolbar page navigation in an embodiment of the present invention;

[0019] Fig. 7 illustrates the layout of elements of the user interface employed with the computer system of fig. 1, in an embodiment of the invention; and

[0020] Figs. 8A-8F and 9 illustrate user input gestures that can access submenu items in a hierarchical toolbar menu, in another embodiment of the invention.
Detailed Description of Specific Embodiments

[0021] In various embodiments of the invention, a method is provided for navigating a collection of toolbar items that are displayed on an electronic display screen. The toolbar items, such as buttons, are organized into an ordered set of toolbar pages. Each toolbar page contains a fixed number of toolbar items. One toolbar page from the set is displayed at a time in a fixed display area, e.g., a tile, on the screen. User input causes the currently displayed toolbar page to be replaced by another toolbar page in the ordered set. The user input, such as a continuous swipe gesture across the toolbar display tile, determines the direction of navigation through pages in the ordered set and the speed of the page navigation. The toolbar display area shows the position of the currently displayed toolbar in the ordered set and animated transitions between toolbar items may be displayed to signal toolbar page replacements. A user input, such as a tap of the finger, can select the replacement toolbar page when it is displayed. This method of toolbar navigation allows a large number of toolbar items to be available to the user while avoiding the use of drop-down panels that can obscure other areas of the display screen. Further, this approach can avoid some of the difficulties of scrolling toolbars, in that it may be more difficult to appreciate visually the items scrolled into and out of the toolbar display area, than with toolbar items presented as a toolbar page.

[0022] Fig. 1 shows a personal computer system 100 for use with embodiments of the invention. The system includes a display monitor 105 with a display screen 110. A computer processor is contained in a system unit 120. A keyboard 140 and a mouse 130 provide user input to the system 100. Fig. 2 shows a smartphone or tablet personal computer 200 for use with embodiments of the invention. The device 200 includes a touch screen 210 which provides for both information display and user input. These devices 100, 200 are shown by way of example and not by way of limitation. Other devices that can be used with embodiments of the invention include but are not limited to: phone-tablet-hybrids, handheld gaming systems and commercial television displays with pure gestural input using motion controllers. Embodiments of the invention may be implemented on any electronic display device with corresponding user input capabilities.
In a preferred embodiment of the invention, as shown in fig. 2, a fixed area of the device touch screen 210, known as a tile 215, displays a toolbar page. The toolbar page in tile 215 contains five toolbar items 217, but a toolbar page may comprise any number of items that will fit in the tile 215. The toolbar items 217 in fig. 2 are rectangular buttons, but toolbar items can take any shape. An ordered set of toolbar pages are provided that comprise two or more toolbar pages. Each page in the set of toolbar pages contains a fixed set of toolbar items. Each page of toolbar items from the ordered set is displayed on the touch screen in the tile 215 as a unit, one page at a time. The toolbar pages are displayed in the toolbar display tile 215 in order within the set. For purposes of explanation, displaying a toolbar page after the currently displayed toolbar page in the ordered set is called "moving forward" in the ordered set of toolbar pages, while displaying a previous page in the set is called "moving backward" in the set. As shown in fig. 3, the currently displayed toolbar page 300 is replaced with another page from the ordered set of pages when requested by user input 310. The user input determines the direction of the requested page (forward, backward) within the ordered set of pages 320 and the distance in pages of the requested page from the currently displayed page. The requested toolbar page is identified 330, retrieved from the set of toolbar pages 340 and then displayed 350 in the toolbar display tile 215. The system then waits for further user input 300, 310.

The display screen 210 shows the position of the currently displayed toolbar page within the ordered set - in the embodiment of fig. 2, toolbar position within the set is shown by a column of illuminated discs 218. In this example, the toolbar set contains three pages. Other position indicators may also be used such as a progress bar, etc. A progress bar is particularly useful when the set of toolbar pages contains many toolbar pages. The display screen 210 may also show the direction of navigation (i.e., forward or backward) of the toolbar replacement page within the ordered set of toolbar pages, as requested by the current user input gesture. In this case, the direction of toolbar page navigation is shown by dual downward pointing arrows 219. The dual downward pointing arrows indicate that the navigation of replacement pages is forward in the ordered set of toolbar pages, as described in the previous paragraph. Dual upward pointing arrows (not shown) would indicate the navigation of replacement toolbar pages is backward in the ordered set of toolbar pages. The arrows are removed when user input requesting replacement of toolbar pages is absent. Of
course, icons other than arrows may be used to indicate direction of navigation (i.e., forward or backward) of the toolbar page replacement in the ordered set of toolbars.

[0025] User input 310, 320, 330 to request a toolbar page replacement may take a variety of forms in various embodiments of the invention. For example, fig. 4A shows user gestures that may be employed with a touchscreen such as the screen 210 on the device 200 of fig. 2. As illustrated in fig. 4A, a user can navigate forward and backward through the toolbar pages using simple swipe gestures via finger touch. Once the gesture starts, moving a finger to the right on the toolbar tile 215 will page forward and moving the finger left on the toolbar tile will page backwards through the ordered set of toolbar pages. During this continuous swipe gesture, the user can request the desired toolbar page when the desired toolbar page is displayed in the toolbar tile. In various specific embodiments of the invention, this request can take the form of a "quick tap", i.e., the user quickly lifts his or her finger and taps back down in the same toolbar location. Alternatively, the user can request a toolbar page replacement by flicking his or her finger in a downward motion on the toolbar tile. Further, the user can quickly cancel the continuous swipe gesture by flicking his or her finger upward on the toolbar tile, which returns the toolbar tile to the initially displayed toolbar page view without replacing the toolbar page. These examples are presented by way of illustration and not by way of limitation: other user gestures for selecting a replacement toolbar page or canceling a replacement page may be used.

[0026] The toolbar items 217 underneath the user's finger can change with an animated transition to show toolbar page replacement. Various animated transitions can be used to display new pages of toolbar items during a user's input gesture. For example, as shown in figs. 4B through 4E, a "flip" of individual toolbar items may be used - as a user's finger moves across the toolbar tile in a continuous swipe gesture, individual toolbar items flip over in an animated fashion revealing the corresponding toolbar item in the replacement toolbar page. Fig. 4B illustrates the user beginning a swipe gesture to the right to move the toolbar tile from page two to page three of the ordered set of toolbar pages. As fig. 4B shows, the first toolbar item of page two, 2A, is starting to flip over to the right. Fig. 4C shows the toolbar tile as the continuous swipe gesture progresses. The first two toolbar items (3A, 3B) from toolbar page three have flipped into view and the third toolbar item, 3C, is in mid-animation. The fourth item in toolbar page two, 2D, is starting the flipping animation. As
fig. 4D shows, the user is half way through the swipe gesture where the user is making a
decision if toolbar page three is really what the user wants displayed, based on the partial
display. There is no arrow on the user's hand because the continuous swipe gesture is
paused. As shown in fig. 4E, the user has decided that toolbar page three is not wanted, so
the user's hand begins a continuous swipe gesture to the left. After the swipe gesture toward
the left begins, the toolbar items on the right of the user's finger have changed to toolbar
page one - which is the toolbar page the gesture requests — and the items to the left of the
user's finger show the current toolbar page, i.e., page two. Thus, this animation works
similar to flipping a deck of cards that has been fanned out. When the card on the end of the
deck is lifted, the other cards progressively start to flip over. As the user drags his or her
finger to the right on the toolbar tile, the next page of toolbar items to the currently displayed
toolbar page, starts flipping into view to the left of the user's finger —like the cards flipped
over in the fanned out card deck. During the gesture, the user may only see a percentage of
the new toolbar items as they progressively flip over, but the animation gives the user the
ability to see if the user is looking at the right page (or not) without displaying the entire
toolbar page. If the replacement toolbar is not the toolbar the user wants, the user can move
the user's finger in the other direction (left) and the page of toolbar items previous to the
currently displayed page will start progressively flipping in from the right. Other animations
can be used such as a horizontal slide where all toolbar items in the replacement page slide in
from the left or right depending on the direction of the swipe gesture.

[0027] In another preferred embodiment of the invention, a different animation of
toolbar items 500 is used to show toolbar page replacement, as shown in figs. 5A and 5B.
This toolbar display tile 515 includes a progress bar 518 to show the currently displayed
toolbar page in an "N" page ordered toolbar page set. As the user moves his or her finger
across the toolbar tile to the right, the currently displayed toolbar page items 517 start to
compact together to the right. If the user is swiping his or her finger to the right, the next set
of toolbar items snap in from the left and additional toolbar items are displayed as space
allows. When the current set of toolbar items reaches a given number, the toolbar items of
the currently displayed toolbar page disappear and the complete successive page in the
ordered set of toolbar items is displayed in the toolbar display tile 515, snapping into place.
As the continuous swipe gesture continues to the right, this paging/animation cycle
continues. If the user starts moving his or her finger in the opposite direction, this toolbar page replacement animation process takes place in the reverse direction (i.e., backward) in the ordered set of toolbar pages.

[0028] Note that these user gestures and animations are described for purposes of illustration, not for purposes of limiting the gestures and animations that may be used in various embodiments of the invention.

[0029] In another embodiment of the invention, a toolbar tile 615 with a virtual touchpad for page navigation is provided 600 on the display screen 210 of fig. 2, as shown in fig. 6. A user can use a virtual touchpad 602 on the display screen 210, placed to the side of the toolbar display tile 615 to navigate through toolbar pages in the ordered set without obscuring toolbar items 617, as can happen during a swipe gesture. Page navigation is accomplished in a single continuous gesture on the virtual touchpad 602 by moving the user's finger 622. The system recognizes very small movements of the user's finger from side-to-side or up-and-down on the virtual touchpad 602. These finger movements cause the toolbar tile 615 to preview each successive toolbar page, cycling forward or backward in the ordered set of toolbar pages, depending on the direction of the user's finger movement. For example, moving the user's finger upward on the touchpad can cause backward movement within the ordered set of pages, while a downward finger movement can cause movement forward within the ordered set of pages. The system may adjust paging and toolbar item animation speeds based on the speed of the user's finger movement. During the virtual touchpad gesture, the user can request the desired toolbar by quickly lifting his or her finger and tapping back down on the touchpad via the quick tap gesture. Of course, other user gestures may accomplish a similar result: for example, in other embodiments, a side-to-side finger movement may cause page navigation in a fashion similar to the upward-and-downward finger movement. A progress bar 618 first shows the position of the toolbar page currently displayed in the ordered set of pages and then shows the position of the toolbar page preview as the user navigates through the set of toolbar pages via the touchpad 602.

[0030] Fig. 7 shows a display screen layout for the display screen 110 in the computer system 100 of fig. 1, in an embodiment of the invention. The display screen 110 includes a toolbar tile 117, a number of toolbar items 115, a toolbar page position indicator 118 and a toolbar direction of motion indicator 119. Each feature performs the function that
the corresponding feature shown in fig. 2 plays. In this embodiment, user input is provided by the mouse 130 and/or keyboard 140. For example, the input gesture to replace a toolbar page may be a combination of holding a key, such as CTRL, then moving the mouse from left to right or right to left over the toolbar tile to provide the function of the "swipe" gesture. Other combinations of keys and mouse movement may be used based on the system configuration. Animated transitions of toolbar items may be employed in this embodiment of the invention as described in connection with the embodiment of fig. 2.

[0031] In some embodiments of the invention, the system determines the number of toolbar items presented on each toolbar page in the ordered set of toolbar pages based on the size of the display area devoted to the toolbar tile in the particular implementation. For example, a page of related toolbar items, numbering "N" items, may be presented in the toolbar tile 115 on a display screen such as the screen 110 of fig. 1. The system could automatically divide the toolbar page into N times two pages for a tablet device and N times four pages for a smartphone device, for example, in recognition of the smaller toolbar tile area available on these devices compared to the toolbar tile of a display monitor. This automatic adaptation of the number of toolbar items per toolbar page based on the toolbar tile size advantageously reduces the effort required to port an implementation from one display screen type to another display screen type.

[0032] In another embodiment of the invention, the system orders the toolbar items within a toolbar page so that toolbar items are presented in the order of frequency of use. For example, the system may present toolbar items in a page so that the most frequently used toolbar item is presented in the left-most toolbar item position in the toolbar tile, the second most frequently used item is presented to the immediate right of the first toolbar item, and so forth, for the remaining items in the toolbar page. In various specific embodiments of the invention, toolbar items may be grouped into pages by toolbar item category with similar toolbar items grouped together. In other specific embodiments, within these toolbar item categories, the order of presentation of items in a toolbar page in the toolbar display tile can be set according to frequency of toolbar item use: toolbar items are presented from one end of the toolbar tile to the other end in order of deceasing frequency of use. In further embodiments, the system can collect information on a particular user's frequency of use for
each toolbar item and use this information to determine the order of presentation of toolbar items within a displayed toolbar page for that user.

[0033] In another preferred embodiment of the invention, access to hierarchical submenus is provided via a user gesture, as shown in figs. 8A-F and fig. 9. Fig. 8A shows a toolbar page 215 with a hierarchical toolbar item 827 indicated by a visual indicator 828, 900. In fig. 8A, for example, the indicator is an arrow glyph 828 on the toolbar button labeled "E" 827. To access additional items in the hierarchy, the user can tap and hold the hierarchical toolbar item 827 with the user's finger or click and hold a mouse button while pointing at the toolbar item 910, as shown in fig. 8B. The system replaces the existing toolbar page with a submenu toolbar page 830, 920, as shown in fig. 8C. In some embodiments, the toolbar background is also changed to indicate that the replacement toolbar is a submenu from the previous toolbar page. For example, the background of the submenu toolbar 830 may change to a different color from the toolbar it replaces, etc. In fig. 8C, the hierarchical toolbar item 827, labeled "E", is shown with the other items of that submenu ("1", "2" and "3") surrounding it in the replacement submenu toolbar 830. The toolbar 830 background is greyed to indicate that this toolbar page is a submenu. As shown in fig. 8D, the user can lift the user's finger or release the mouse button to view the toolbar items in the submenu. The user can then tap the desired toolbar item 217 with the user's finger or activate the item 930 with a mouse click. Alternatively, as shown in fig. 8E, the user may keep his or her finger on the button 827 or the mouse button depressed and move to the desired button 829 in a continuous gesture. The item 829 under the user's finger or mouse pointer will be selected when the user lifts the user's finger or the mouse button is released. After the submenu item selection occurs, the original toolbar page 215 reappears 940 with the selected item from the submenu replacing the hierarchical toolbar item 827. As shown in fig. 8E, the toolbar item "E" 827 has been replaced with the button, labeled "3" 829.

[0034] Various aspects of the present invention may be embodied in many different forms, including, but in no way limited to, computer program logic for use with a processor (e.g., a microprocessor, microcontroller, digital signal processor, or general purpose computer), programmable logic for use with a programmable logic device (e.g., a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or other PLD), discrete components, integrated circuitry (e.g., an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC)), or any other means including any
combination thereof. Computer program logic implementing some or all of the described
functionality is typically implemented as a set of computer program instructions that is
converted into a computer executable form, stored as such in a computer readable medium,
and executed by a microprocessor under the control of an operating system. Hardware-based
logic implementing some or all of the described functionality may be implemented using one
or more appropriately configured FPGAs.

[0035] Computer program logic implementing all or part of the functionality
previously described herein may be embodied in various forms, including, but in no way
limited to, a source code form, a computer executable form, and various intermediate forms
(e.g., forms generated by an assembler, compiler, linker, or locator). Source code may
include a series of computer program instructions implemented in any of various
programming languages (e.g., an object code, an assembly language, or a high-level
language such as FORTRAN, C, C++, JAVA, or HTML) for use with various operating
systems or operating environments. The source code may define and use various data
structures and communication messages. The source code may be in a computer executable
form (e.g., via an interpreter), or the source code may be converted (e.g., via a translator,
assembler, or compiler) into a computer executable form.

[0036] The computer program may be fixed in any form (e.g., source code form,
computer executable form, or an intermediate form) either permanently or transitorily in a
tangible storage medium, such as a semiconductor memory device (e.g., a RAM, ROM,
PROM, EEPROM, or Flash-Programmable RAM), a magnetic memory device (e.g., a
diskette or fixed disk), an optical memory device (e.g., a CD-ROM), a PC card (e.g.,
PCMCIA card), or other memory device. The computer program may be fixed in any form
in a signal that is transmittable to a computer using any of various communication
technologies, including, but in no way limited to, analog technologies, digital technologies,
optical technologies, wireless technologies (e.g., Bluetooth), networking technologies, and
internetworking technologies. The computer program may be distributed in any form as a
removable storage medium with accompanying printed or electronic documentation (e.g.,
shrink wrapped software), preloaded with a computer system (e.g., on system ROM or fixed
disk), or distributed from a server or electronic bulletin board over the communication
system (e.g., the Internet or World Wide Web).
[0037] Hardware logic (including programmable logic for use with a programmable logic device) implementing all or part of the functionality previously described herein may be designed using traditional manual methods, or may be designed, captured, simulated, or documented electronically using various tools, such as Computer Aided Design (CAD), a hardware description language (e.g., VHDL or AHDL), or a PLD programming language (e.g., PALASM, ABEL, or CUPL).

[0038] Programmable logic may be fixed either permanently or transitorily in a tangible storage medium, such as a semiconductor memory device (e.g., a RAM, ROM, PROM, EEPROM, or Flash-Programmable RAM), a magnetic memory device (e.g., a diskette or fixed disk), an optical memory device (e.g., a CD-ROM), or other memory device. The programmable logic may be fixed in a signal that is transmittable to a computer using any of various communication technologies, including, but in no way limited to, analog technologies, digital technologies, optical technologies, wireless technologies (e.g., Bluetooth), networking technologies, and internetworking technologies. The programmable logic may be distributed as a removable storage medium with accompanying printed or electronic documentation (e.g., shrink wrapped software), preloaded with a computer system (e.g., on system ROM or fixed disk), or distributed from a server or electronic bulletin board over the communication system (e.g., the Internet or World Wide Web). Of course, some embodiments of the invention may be implemented as a combination of both software (e.g., a computer program product) and hardware. Still other embodiments of the invention are implemented as entirely hardware, or entirely software.

[0039] The embodiments of the invention described above are intended to be merely exemplary; numerous variations and modifications will be apparent to those skilled in the art. For example, while the toolbar tiles have been shown in the figures oriented horizontally on display screens, toolbar tiles with other orientations, such as oriented vertically on the screen, may be employed in various embodiments of the invention, with the user gestures modified accordingly. Further, description of directions as "left," "right," "upward," "downward," etc. are for illustration only and are not meant to limit the scope of the invention. All such variations and modifications are intended to be within the scope of the present invention as defined in any appended claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A method for displaying toolbar pages in a toolbar tile on an electronic display screen comprising:
   a. providing an ordered set of toolbar pages, each toolbar page comprising at least one display item;
   b. displaying a given toolbar page from the ordered set in the toolbar tile and displaying an indicator of the position within the ordered set of the currently displayed page;
   c. receiving a user input requesting replacement of the currently displayed toolbar page with a requested page, the user input indicating a direction for the requested page from the currently displayed page in the ordered set;
   d. replacing the given toolbar page with a second toolbar page from the ordered set, the replacement toolbar page determined by the user input; and
   e. updating the indicator of the position within the ordered set of the currently displayed toolbar page.
2. The method as in claim 1, wherein the user input requesting toolbar replacement identifies the distance in pages of the requested toolbar from the currently displayed toolbar.
3. The method as in claim 1, wherein the user input requesting toolbar replacement includes swiping the toolbar tile with the user's finger.
4. The method as in claim 1, wherein the user input requesting toolbar replacement includes moving a pointing device pointer across the toolbar tile.
5. The method as in claim 1, wherein the toolbar items are animated when the toolbar page is replaced.
6. The method as in claim 5, wherein the toolbar animation includes flipping over a given toolbar item when the toolbar page is replaced.
7. The method as in claim 5, wherein the toolbar animation includes sliding in replacement toolbar items from the side of the toolbar when the toolbar page is replaced.
8. The method as in claim 1, wherein the indicator of the position of the currently displayed page within the ordered set is a column of illuminated discs.
9. The method as in claim 1, wherein the indicator of the position of the currently displayed page within the ordered set is a progress bar.
10. A method for displaying a hierarchical toolbar page in a toolbar tile on an electronic screen comprising:
   a. displaying a given toolbar page, the toolbar page including a first hierarchical toolbar item;
   b. receiving a user input requesting display of a submenu page, the submenu page associated with the first hierarchical display item;
   c. replacing the given toolbar page in the toolbar tile with the submenu page;
   d. receiving a user input selecting a second hierarchical toolbar item from the submenu page; and
   e. redisplaying the given toolbar page in the toolbar tile with the second hierarchical toolbar item replacing the first hierarchical toolbar item.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the first hierarchical toolbar item includes a hierarchical indicator.

12. The method of claim 11, where the hierarchical indicator is an arrow glyph.

13. A system for displaying toolbar pages in a toolbar tile on an electronic display comprising a processor, a memory, and the electronic display, the memory containing instructions that cause the processor to:
   a. display a given toolbar page from an ordered set of toolbar pages in the toolbar tile, each toolbar page comprising at least one display item, and display an indicator of the position within the ordered set of the currently displayed page;
   b. receive a user input requesting replacement of the currently displayed toolbar page with a requested page, the user input indicating a direction for the requested page from the currently displayed page in the ordered set;
   c. replace the given toolbar page with a second toolbar page from the ordered set, the replacement toolbar page determined by the user input; and
   d. update the indicator of the position within the ordered set of the currently displayed toolbar page.

14. The system as in claim 13, wherein the user input requesting toolbar replacement identifies the distance in pages of the requested toolbar from the currently displayed toolbar.

15. The system as in claim 13, wherein the user input requesting toolbar replacement includes swiping the toolbar tile with the user's finger.
16. The system as in claim 13, wherein the user input requesting toolbar replacement includes moving a pointing device pointer across the toolbar tile.

17. The system as in claim 13, wherein the toolbar items are animated when the toolbar page is replaced.

18. A system for displaying toolbar pages in a toolbar tile on an electronic display comprising a processor, a memory, and the electronic display, the memory containing instructions that cause the processor to:
   a. display a given toolbar page, the toolbar page including a first hierarchical toolbar item;
   b. receive a user input requesting display of a submenu page, the submenu page associated with the first hierarchical toolbar item;
   c. replace the given toolbar page in the toolbar tile with the submenu page;
   d. receive a user input selecting a second hierarchical toolbar item from the submenu page; and
   e. redisplay the given toolbar page in the toolbar tile with the second hierarchical toolbar item replacing the first hierarchical toolbar item.

19. The system as in claim 18, wherein the first hierarchical toolbar item includes a hierarchical indicator.

20. The system as in claim 18, where the hierarchical indicator is an arrow glyph.
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